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Abstract: Perovskites are promising alternative catalysts for oxidation reactions due to their lower cost
compared to noble metals, and their greater thermal stability. The catalytic oxidation of CO is essential
in order to control CO emissions in a series of applications whereas the catalytic combustion of
propane is considered an economical and environmentally acceptable solution for energy production
and gaseous pollutant management, since propane is among the organic compounds involved in
photochemical reactions. This work concerns the effect of the Co/Fe ratio in the B-sites of a series of
eight La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites, with x ranging from 0 to 1, on the catalytic activity towards
CO and C3H8 oxidation. The perovskite oxides were synthesized using the combustion synthesis
method and characterized with respect to their specific surface areas, structures, and reduction
properties. Increasing the Co/Fe ratio resulted in an increase in CO and propane conversion under
both oxidative and stoichiometric conditions. The increase in Co content is considered to facilitate
the formation of oxygen vacancies due to the lower redox stability of the cobalt cations compared
to iron cations, favoring oxygen ion mobility and oxygen exchange between the gas phase and the
oxide surface, thus enhancing the catalytic performance.

Keywords: CO combustion; propane combustion; CO oxidation; propane oxidation; perovskites;
La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ; lanthanum strontium cobaltite ferrite

1. Introduction

Increasing energy demands, mostly attributed to rising global population, result in
an increase in the use of internal combustion engine vehicles that are considered as the
main source of emissions of CO as well as other toxic compounds, such as NOx, due
to incomplete fossil fuel combustion [1]. These exhaust emissions are strongly related
to a series of health issues and environmental problems [2,3]. The exhaust gas harmful
components are reduced via oxidation in catalytic converters, using, typically, expensive
noble metals as catalysts [4]. The oxidation of CO is described by the following equation [5]:

CO +
1
2

O2 → CO2 ∆Ho
298 K = −283 kJ mol−1 (1)

So far, the use of hybrid technology vehicles combining internal combustion engines
with electric motors powered by batteries, and of electrical vehicles, powered exclusively
by batteries or fuel cells with zero pollutant emissions [6], has not managed to reduce CO
emissions to the desired levels, since the vast majority of human population does not have
access to these advanced technologies. Nonetheless, the use of the aforementioned envi-
ronmentally friendly technologies includes processes where CO production is inevitable.
An indicative example is the production of significant amounts of CO in the hydrocarbons
reforming processes for H2 production to feed H2-fuelled proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFCs) [7,8]. The reduction in CO concentration to the required level (<50 ppm) to
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avoid poisoning of the Pt-based electrocatalysts typically used in PEFMCs is achieved via
the water–gas shift reaction, followed by preferential oxidation of CO in the presence of
H2 [9].

Considering the above, the catalytic CO oxidation is essential in both conventional
and alternative power applications. Catalysts typically used for CO oxidation are noble
metal-based materials [10], which are characterized by high cost and low resistance to high
CO concentration [11]. Towards addressing these issues, the development of alternative
catalytic materials with enhanced resistance to CO poisoning, low cost, and similar activity
to that of noble metal-based catalysts has attracted significant research interest [11,12].

Perovskite oxides of the ABO3 type, where A-sites are occupied by alkaline earth
or alkali metal cations and B-sites by transition metal cations, are considered as alter-
native catalytic materials for CO oxidation, exhibiting good activity and resistance to
poisoning [12–14]. The chemical composition and structure of perovskite oxides play a
crucial role in their catalytic performance [12–16], as they affect their redox [17,18] and/or
acid–base [19] properties. The catalytic activity of a perovskite depends primarily on the
transition metals occupying the B-sites, whereas A-sites are considered to play a secondary
role in catalytic performance [12,13,20]. Perovskitic oxides with La or other rare earth
metals in the A-sites and Co, Fe, Ni, or Mn in the B-sites have been reported as the most
active for CO oxidation [12,16]. In addition to parameters that typically affect catalytic
activity, such as the nature of the metal cations and the catalytic surface area [20], their
enhanced catalytic performance has been attributed to structural defects and rapid surface
oxygen exchange [12].

CO oxidation, as well as other oxidation reactions, on perovskite oxides can proceed
via two different catalytic mechanisms, namely, the “suprafacial” and “intrafacial” mecha-
nisms [12,14–16], which can also operate concurrently [21]. According to the suprafacial
mechanism, CO or an organic molecule is oxidized by oxygen adsorbed on the catalytic sur-
face from the gas phase, whereas the perovskite surface acts as a fixed template providing
atomic orbitals with suitable energy and symmetry to facilitate the adsorption and surface
reaction of the reactants. A Langmuir–Hinshelwood or an Eley–Rideal kinetic model can
be used in this case, depending on whether the oxidized reactant is adsorbed or reacts
directly from the gas phase. According to the intrafacial mechanism, which resembles the
Mars–van Krevelen surface redox model [22], the lattice oxygen of the perovskite oxide
participates in the CO or organic molecule oxidation step, and the reaction is carried out
via a redox cycle where the consumed lattice oxygen is afterwards replenished by incorpo-
ration in the resultant surface oxygen vacancies of oxygen from the gas phase in the rate
determining step. Provided that they have sufficient mobility, oxygen anions migrating
from the bulk can also fill in the surface oxygen vacancies, thus virtually participating in
the oxidation process, contrary to the suprafacial mechanism where only surface oxygen
species participate in the reaction [14,16]. In general, the suprafacial mechanism is expected
for low-temperature processes in which removal/incorporation of oxygen from/into the
perovskite lattice is much slower than adsorption/desorption and reactions between ad-
sorbed surface species [14–16]. The intrafacial mechanism, on the other hand, is preferably
followed at relatively higher temperatures, where the mobility of lattice oxygen and the
surface oxygen exchange are favored [14–16].

Partial substitution of the metal cations at the A- and B-sites with metal cations of
different oxidation numbers results in alteration of the oxygen sub-stoichiometry with
parallel formation of vacant lattice sites or/and change in the oxidation state of the tran-
sition metal ions at the B-sites or/and formation of positively charged holes in order to
maintain overall electro-neutrality, while the perovskitic structure remains stable [5,14].
This modification can enhance the catalytic performance of the perovskite oxide. For ex-
ample, in La1−xSrxMnO3 perovskites, the La3+ cations are partially substituted by Sr+2

cations at the A-sites, causing a deviation from the electro-neutrality, which is counterbal-
anced by partial transformation of Mn3+ to Mn4+ at the B-sites [5]. On the other hand, in
La1−xSrxFeO3 perovskites, partial substitution of lanthanum by strontium at the A-sites is
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followed by the formation of oxygen vacancies as the main mechanism to maintain overall
electro-neutrality [23,24]. In general, partial substitution of both A- and B-sites in a ABO3
perovskite by an alkaline earth metal A’ and another transition metal B’, respectively, to
form a AA’BB’O3 type perovskite, results both in change in the oxidation state of the metal
ions at the B-sites and in the formation of lattice oxygen vacancies, facilitating oxygen
dissociation on the surface, increasing lattice oxygen anion mobility, and improving the
ionic conductivity of the parent material [14,25].

Combining two catalytically active transition metals at the B-sites of a perovskitic
oxide can result in enhanced catalytic activity owing to a synergistic effect between the
two metals, which alters the adsorptive properties of the perovskite [5]. Co, Mn, and Fe
cations are typically found at the B-sites of the perovskite catalysts [5]. It is generally
accepted that the co-presence of cations of two different transition metals at the B-sites
facilitates electron transfer in the redox catalytic cycle, which enhances the reducibility of the
perovskite oxide and improves its catalytic performance [5]. Zhang et al. [26] used oxygen
temperature-programmed desorption (O2-TPD) to study the effect of partial substitution of
La by Sr and Co by Fe at the A- and B-sites, respectively, on the desorption properties of the
perovskite La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3. They found that coexistence of Co and Fe was beneficial
for the oxygen adsorption/desorption properties of the perovskite, thus enhancing its
catalytic activity towards n-butane complete oxidation. Oxygen adsorption/desorption at
temperatures lower than 300 ◦C was favored whereas partial substitution of La by Sr at
the A-sites significantly enhanced the activity of the perovskite. Scott et al. [27] studied the
effect of temperature, chemical composition, and oxygen partial pressure on oxygen sub-
stoichiometry δ of La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ. They found that δ increased with increasing
temperature, decreasing oxygen partial pressure, and increasing Sr and Co content at the
A- and B-sites, respectively. Lankhorst and ten Elshof [28] investigated the effect of partial
substitution of Co by Fe at the B-sites of La0.2Sr0.8Co1−yFeyO3−δ (y = 0–0.6) on oxygen
sub-stoichiometry δ and found that the δ value decreased with increasing Fe/Co ratio. This
was attributed to an increase in the binding energy of O2− in the perovskite lattice, which
favors the formation of holes over oxygen vacancies [28].

Levasseur and Kaliaguine [29] studied the effect of the Co/Fe ratio at the B-sites of
La1−xCexCo1−yFeyO3 (x = 1, 0.9 and y = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1) on catalytic activity for methanol, CO,
and CH4 oxidation. Partial substitution of La by Ce at the A-sites caused an enhancement
of the catalytic performance. Increasing Fe content resulted in a decrease in the catalytic
activity and in a decrease in the β-oxygen peak in the O2-TPD curves, accompanied by
a shift in the desorption peaks of all oxygen species to higher temperatures. Moreover,
decreasing the Co/Fe ratio resulted in an increase in the reduction temperature of Co3+

and Co2+ species to Co2+ and Co0 species, respectively, as manifested by H2 temperature-
programmed reduction measurements. Therefore, it was concluded that an increase in the
Fe content reduces the redox activity of the B-sites and decreases the lattice oxygen mobility.
Similar results were reported by Tanaka et al. [30] concerning the catalytic activity towards
the oxidation of a mixture of hydrocarbons, NO, and CO over La0.9Ce0.1Co1−yFeyO3
(y = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1). Isupova et al. [31] observed a maximum CO oxidation activity
of La0.7Sr0.3Co1−yFeyO3 (y = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.7) for a Co/Fe atomic ratio equal to 0.95/0.05.
This behavior was attributed to an increase in the number of structural defects which in
turn resulted in an increase in the density of surface defects, thus favoring CO oxidation
reaction on the basis of its mechanism.

Catalytic combustion of propane, described by Equation (2), is also a reaction of
significant research interest, both for energy production, especially in areas where there is
no access to natural gas, and for management of air pollutants since propane belongs to
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [32].

C3H8 + 5O2 → 3CO2 + 4H2O(g) ∆Ho
298 K = −2044 kJ mol−1 (2)

Noble metal-based catalysts are considered highly efficient towards propane combus-
tion and have been extensively studied [33–38]. However, the high cost of noble metals has
motivated the development of alternative noble metal-free catalytic systems. Ma et al. [39]
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investigated propane oxidation on Co3O4 nanorods, as alternative to Pt/Al2O3. They
highlighted the differences in propane combustion mechanism over the two catalysts,
reporting a Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism for Co3O4 nanorods and an Eley–Rideal
mechanism for Pt/Al2O3. Perovskites have also been used as catalysts for propane com-
bustion, although the corresponding studies are significantly fewer than those concerning
CO oxidation [14]. Klvana et al. [40] investigated the effect of the synthesis method of
La0.66Sr0.34Co0.2Fe0.8O3 and specific surface area on its activity for propane combustion.
Kinetic experiments over a wide range of gas phase compositions indicated a Mars–van
Krevelen mechanism [22,40,41]. Alifanti et al. [42] compared methane and propane oxida-
tion on La1−xSrxM1−yM′yO3−δ (M: Mn, Cu, Ni, Co and M′: Ni, Fe), focusing on the relative
role of specific surface area and oxygen mobility. The effect of partial substitution of La by
Sr, Ce, and Ca at the A-sites has been studied in propane oxidation on La1−xSrxCoO3 [43],
on La1−xSrxFeO3, La1−xCexFeO3 and La1−xCexCoO3 [44], and on La1−xCaxCoO3 [25].
Merino et al. [45] studied the effect of the partial substitution of Co by Fe at the B-sites in
propane combustion on LaCo1−yFeyO3±λ (y = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5). Partial substitution of Co by
Fe by 10% (y = 0.1) was found to favor the catalytic performance, whereas a further increase
in the Fe content resulted in a gradual reduction in the catalytic activity [45]. Song et al. [46]
investigated the kinetics of propane oxidation on La0.66Sr0.34Ni0.3Co0.7O3 and proposed an
extended Mars–van Krevelen kinetic model, taking also into account the inhibiting effect of
adsorbed CO2 and H2O products.

Considering the abovementioned studies of CO and propane combustion on per-
ovskite oxides, it can be concluded that relevant research interest has been mainly focused
on the investigation of the catalytic effect of the transition metals occupying the B-sites,
with particular interest in Co and Fe. Along this direction, eight (8) perovskite oxides
La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ, with a fixed La/Sr ratio at the A-sites and a varying Co and Fe
content at the B-sites (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1) were synthesized via the com-
bustion synthesis method and tested for their catalytic activity towards CO and propane
combustion. The synthesized oxides were characterized as it concerns their specific surface
area, structure, and reducibility in H2 atmosphere. The observed differences in catalytic
activity among the tested perovskites were mainly correlated with differences in oxygen
vacancies, surface oxygen exchange, and oxygen ion mobility induced by changing the
relative content of Co and Fe at the B-sites. The novelty of the present work lies on the fact
that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first systematic study of the effect of the Co/Fe
ratio on the catalytic performance of La-Sr-Co-Fe perovskites for both CO and propane total
oxidation, two reactions of significant environmental and technological interest, allowing
comparison of the activity trends for the two reactions.

2. Results
2.1. Physicochemical and Structural Characterization

The composition, the notation, and the measured via N2 physical adsorption (BET method)
SSA values of the synthesized perovskites are shown in Table 1. No significant differences
were observed between their nominal composition and their stoichiometry determined via
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The SSA varied from
4.1 m2 g−1 for LSCF_8291 to 7.9 m2 g−1 for LSCF_8219. The low SSAs are attributed to the
elevated calcination temperature (900 ◦C) used to obtain the perovskite structure [47].

The XRD spectra of the eight synthesized perovskites are presented in Figure 1. Six of
them (LSC, LSCF_8282, LSCF_8264, LSCF_8246, LSCF_8228, and LSF) have been already
presented in a previous work of our group [47]. After identification of the formed phases
using ICDD data files, the formation of the perovskite phase was confirmed (main peak
at 2θ between 32◦ and 34◦) without the presence of secondary phases at detectable levels.
A gradual shift in all XRD peaks towards lower 2θ values was observed with increasing
partial substitution of Co by Fe (Figure 1b). This shift was accompanied by a change in the
main peak from doublet (0.4 ≤ x ≤ 1) to single (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2), indicating a change in the
La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3-δ perovskite structure from rhombohedral to orthorhombic [25,48,49].
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This is in accordance with the results of Tai et al. [49] for La0.8Sr0.2Co1−yFeyO3 (0 ≤ y ≤1)
sintered in air at 1250 to 1350 ◦C, who reported that partial substitution of Co by Fe to an
iron percentage of 80% or higher (y = 0.8, 0.9, 1) resulted in a change in the perovskite unit
cell from rhombohedral to orthorhombic. Similarly, Natile et al. [48] reported a change
from rhombohedral to orthorhombic structure for La0.6Sr0.4Co1−yFeyO3−δ perovskites
(y = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8) calcined at 800 ◦C, but for a lower Fe content (y ≥ 0.5), which implies
that the La/Sr ratio at the A-sites and, possibly, the thermal treatment conditions can
affect the Co/Fe ratio for which the aforementioned change in unit cell geometry occurs.
The observed gradual shift in the XRD peaks towards higher 2θ values with increasing
partial substitution of Fe by Co (Figure 1) indicates a contraction of the perovskite unit cell,
which can be attributed to the substitution of Fe3+ by Co3+, the latter having a smaller ionic
radius [45,48,50]. Moreover, this shift becomes relatively smaller with increasing Co content
(Figure 1b), which implies a smaller reduction in the unit cell size [47]. This behavior has
also been reported for LaCoxFe1−xO3−δ, associated with changes in the relative number of
Co2+ to Co3+ and Fe4+ to Fe3+ accompanying the substitution of Fe3+ by Co3+ [50].

Table 1. Composition, notation, specific surface area (SSA), and average crystallite size of the
synthesized perovskites La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ.

Perovskite Notation SSA (m2 g−1) Crystallite Size (nm)

La0.8Sr0.2FeO3−δ LSF 7.2 1 29.1
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.1Fe0.9O3−δ LSCF_8219 7.9 19.7
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ LSCF_8228 5.6 1 16.9
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.4Fe0.6O3−δ LSCF_8246 4.7 1 50.2
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.6Fe0.4O3−δ LSCF_8264 6.8 1 32.5
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ LSCF_8282 5.5 1 32.5
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.9Fe0.1O3−δ LSCF_8291 4.1 60.2

La0.8Sr0.2CoO3−δ LSC 5.7 1 34.2
1 ref. [47].

The average crystallite size, estimated via application of the Scherrer equation [51,52]
for the XRD peak located at 2θ between 46◦ and 48◦, revealed a significant difference
among the synthesized materials (Table 1). The largest crystallite size, equal to 60.2 nm,
was calculated for LSCF_8291, whereas the smallest, equal to 16.9 nm, was calculated for
LSCF_8228. Although no clear trend was observed, it could be argued that increasing the
Fe content results in an increase in the SSA and a decrease in the average crystallite size,
as also reported for La0.6Sr0.4Co1−yFeyO3−δ by Natile et al. [48]. The observed changes
in the crystallite size were accompanied by changes in the lattice strain, ε (%), which
was calculated using the Williamson–Hall method [52,53]. Specifically, the calculated lat-
tice strain values for the synthesized perovskites follow the increasing order, LSCF_8291
(0.14%) < LSCF_8246 (0.15%) < LSC (0.24%) < LSCF_8282 (0.25%) < LSCF_8264
(0.26%) < LSF (0.28%) < LSCF_8219 (0.38%) < LSCF_8228 (0.4%), which corresponds to a
decreasing order of crystallite size (Table 1).

2.2. Investigation of the Perovskite Reducibility

The synthesized perovskites were characterized with respect to their reducibility using
H2 temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR). The recorded mass spectrometer signal
(ms signal) for H2 (m/z = 2) as a function of temperature (TPR profile) is shown in Figure 2
for all tested samples. The main feature of the TPR curves is a broad inverse peak that starts
to develop at temperatures between ca. 200 ◦C and 250 ◦C depending on the perovskite
composition and which seems to consist of more than one peak, clearly for Co/Fe ratio
in the range 6/4 to 1/9. For Co/Fe ratios larger than 6/4, additional reduction features
appear at temperatures higher than ca. 595 ◦C that were not completed due to limitations
of the experimental setup, with the exception of a peak located between ca. 595 ◦C and
685 ◦C in the TPR profile of the LSC oxide.
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Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of the synthesized perovskite oxides. (b) Detailed view of the XRD
patterns in the 2θ range from 31◦ to 35◦.

Interpretation of the H2-TPR features of LSCF perovskite oxides depends on the
temperature range of their appearance. The reduction of Fe is typically performed in two
consecutive steps, i.e., reduction of Fe4+ to Fe3+ at 350 to 450 ◦C and subsequent reduction
of Fe3+ to Fe2+ and possibly further reduction to metallic Fe0, at temperatures higher
than 500 ◦C [54]. The reduction of cobalt cations is also carried out in two steps, Co3+

being reduced to Co2+ and Co2+ to Co0 at temperatures lower and higher than 500 ◦C,
respectively [54]. However, according to García-López et al. [55], the reduction of Fe3+ to
Fe2+ can take place at temperatures lower than 400 ◦C or in the temperature range where
reduction of Co3+ occurs, resulting in overlapping of the corresponding TPR peaks. Merino
et al. [45] also observed, in TPR profiles of LaCo1−yFeyO3 oxides, the appearance of a
peak in the temperature range 355–385 ◦C, which they attributed to the reduction of the
Fe4+ species.

In the present work, broad reduction peaks were recorded for all tested perovskites that
could be explained by the potential participation of the bulk lattice oxygen in the reduction
reactions, since the surface oxygen is consumed rapidly with increasing temperature. As
shown in Figure 2, the increase in the Co/Fe ratio (from LSF to LSC) was accompanied by
a shift in the onset reduction temperature to lower values. This can be attributed to the
facilitation of the surface lattice oxygen release, associated with the lower redox stability of
cobalt cations in LSCF compared to iron cations [56,57]. Moreover, the parallel increase in
the number of oxygen ion vacancies and oxygen ion mobility [12,14,58] facilitates the bulk
lattice oxygen diffusion to the oxide surface, thus favoring the reaction with hydrogen. The
appearance of a doublet peak for LSCF_8219 to LSCF_8264 can be associated with the onset
of the reduction of Co3+ to Co2+, occurring parallel to the reduction of Fe4+ to Fe3+ [45].
For LSCF_8282 and LSCF_8291, the peak associated with the reduction of Fe4+ to Fe3+ is
not discernible, as it is presumably overlapped by the dominant peak associated with the
reduction of Co3+ to Co2+ [45].
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Figure 2. H2 temperature-programmed reduction profiles of the synthesized perovskites.

2.3. Catalytic Activity for CO Combustion

In Figure 3a, the CO conversion (XCO) vs. temperature curves obtained under oxidative
conditions (feed composition: 1% CO/5% O2/balance He) for the synthesized perovskites
are presented. As shown in the figure, complete CO conversion was achieved for all
oxides in the temperature range between 265 ◦C and 460 ◦C, whereas at each temperature
conversion increased with increasing Co/Fe ratio at the B-sites. In Figure 3b, the light-off
temperatures T50 for the tested materials, i.e., the temperatures corresponding to a CO
conversion equal to 50%, are compared. Increasing the Co/Fe ratio resulted in a gradual
decrease in T50, which was more pronounced for Co/Fe ratios equal or smaller than 6/4. As
shown in the figure, the T50 value was practically the same for the LSCF_8264, LSCF_8282,
and LSCF_8291 perovskites, which is also evident by comparing the corresponding CO
conversion curves (Figure 3a).

Figure 3c shows, in the form of Arrhenius plots, the temperature dependence of the
CO2 production rate rCO2 for the tested perovskites, under oxidative conditions. The
CO2 production rate was measured under practically differential conditions and was
normalized to the SSA of each sample to take into account the existing differences in the
specific surface area of the tested catalysts (Table 1) and compare their intrinsic activity,
assuming that the change in the number of active sites follows the change in SSA. By
increasing the Co/Fe ratio, the same rCO2 was achieved at lower temperatures, which
implies enhancement of the intrinsic catalytic activity. In order to highlight the differences
in the intrinsic catalytic activity of the tested perovskites, the temperatures corresponding
to rCO2 equal to 10−7 mol s−1 m−2 (Figure 3c) are compared in Figure 3d. As shown in
the figure, this temperature decreased from 283 ◦C for LSF to 116 ◦C for LSC, indicating
that among the tested perovskites (Table 1) LSC and LSF were the most active and the less
active, respectively, for CO oxidation in terms of intrinsic activity, in agreement with the
conclusions drawn by comparing the T50 values (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. CO combustion on La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites for oxidative feed conditions
(1%CO/5%O2/balance He): (a) CO conversion, XCO, as a function of temperature, and (b) comparison
of the corresponding light-off temperatures, T50. (c) Temperature dependence of the CO2 production
rate, rCO2 (Arrhenius plots), measured under practically differential conditions, and (d) comparison
of the temperatures corresponding to rCO2 equal to 10−7 mol s−1 m−2.

In Figure 4, the catalytic performance of the synthesized La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ per-
ovskites for CO combustion under stoichiometric feed conditions (1% CO/0.5% O2/balance
He) is compared. Figure 4a shows the dependence of CO conversion (XCO) on temperature.
As shown in the figure, complete conversion of CO is reached for temperatures ranging
between ca. 430 ◦C and 640 ◦C, which are considerably higher than the corresponding ones
for oxidative feed conditions (Figure 3a). This difference implies a positive reaction order
with respect to oxygen, considering the much lower percentage of O2 in the feed under
stoichiometric conditions (0.5%) compared to that under oxidative conditions (5%). As in
the latter case, decreasing the Fe content at the B-sites of the LSCF perovskites resulted in
an increase in the CO conversion for the same temperature for Co/Fe ≤ 6/4, whereas for
higher Co/Fe ratios, the differences in CO conversion were small (Figure 4a). Similarly,
as shown in Figure 4b, T50 decreased from ca. 325 ◦C for the LSF to ca. 200 ◦C for the
LSCF_8264 and remained practically constant by further decreasing the Fe content (with
parallel increase in the Co content) to zero (LSC sample).
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Figure 4. CO combustion on La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites for stoichiometric feed conditions
(1% CO/0.5%O2/balance He): (a) CO conversion, XCO, as a function of temperature, and (b) com-
parison of the corresponding light-off temperatures, T50. (c) Temperature dependence of the CO2

production rate, rCO2 (Arrhenius plots), measured under practically differential conditions, and
(d) comparison of the temperatures corresponding to rCO2 equal to 10−7 mol s−1 m−2.

Figure 4c shows, in the form of Arrhenius plots, the temperature dependence of rCO2

for the tested perovskites, as measured under practically differential conditions and for
a stoichiometric CO/O2 ratio in the feed (1% CO/0.5% O2/balance He). By increasing
the Co/Fe ratio up to 6/4, the same rCO2 was obtained at lower temperatures, indicating
an increase in the intrinsic catalytic activity, whereas for higher Co/Fe ratios, the effect
was not significant (Figure 4c). This is clearly shown in Figure 4d, where the temperatures
corresponding to rCO2 equal to 10−7 mol s−1 m−2 are presented. As shown in the figure,
this rate value was obtained at 267 ◦C for LSF and at 150 ◦C for LSCF_8264, whereas for
the perovskite oxides with higher Co/Fe ratios, the corresponding temperature remained
practically constant, varying between 150 and 154 ◦C (Figure 4d).

In Figure 5, the catalytic performance for CO combustion of the synthesized
La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites under oxidative and stoichiometric conditions is com-
pared on the basis of the temperature required to obtain a rCO2 equal to 10−7 mol s−1 m−2

(Figure 5a) and on the basis of the light-off temperature, T50 (Figure 5b). As shown in
Figure 5a, the temperature corresponding to a CO2 production rate of 10−7 mol s−1 m−2

decreased with increasing Co/Fe ratio under oxidative feed conditions over the entire
range of Co/Fe ratios (LSF to LSC), whereas under stoichiometric feed conditions it de-
creased up to a Co/Fe ratio equal to 6/4, remaining practically the same for higher Co
content. The same trend was observed concerning the T50 values (Figure 5b). Moreover,
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with the exception of the less active LSF oxide, both the temperature corresponding to rCO2

equal to 10−7 mol s−1 m−2 and T50 for each of the tested perovskites were lower under
oxidative conditions compared to stoichiometric conditions, implying a higher catalytic
performance in the former case. Considering the above observations, it can be concluded
that the catalytic activity for CO oxidation, under both oxidative and stoichiometric feed
conditions, depends strongly on the relative content of Co and Fe at the B-sites of the
La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskite oxides. Increasing the Co/Fe ratio results in an increase
in the catalytic activity for CO combustion, more pronounced under oxidative reaction
conditions. The lowest and highest activities among the tested materials were exhibited by
the LSF and the LSC perovskites, respectively.
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Figure 5. CO combustion on La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites under oxidative (1% CO/5%
O2/balance He) and stoichiometric (1% CO/0.5%O2/balance He) feed conditions: (a) Temperatures
corresponding to a CO2 production rate of 10−7 mol s−1 m−2, measured under practically differential
conditions and (b) light-off temperatures, T50.

Kinetic measurements with varying O2 partial pressures were conducted for the most
active LSC catalyst, under practically differential conditions. Figure 6a shows, in the form of
Arrhenius plot, the temperature dependence of the CO2 production rate (rCO2 ), normalized
to the SSA, for four different O2 partial pressures PO2 (0.5, 1, 2 and 5 kPa) and a constant
CO partial pressure, PCO, equal to 1 kPa. As expected, for all oxygen partial pressures,
the CO2 production rate increased exponentially with increasing temperature, whereas
the apparent activation energy that was determined from the slopes of the Arrhenius
plots ranged between 9.8 kcal mol−1 for PO2= 0.5 kPa and 13.1 kcal mol−1 for PO2 = 5 kPa.
Moreover, at each temperature, rCO2 was found to increase with increasing O2 partial
pressure, which implies a positive order of the reaction with respect to O2, in agreement
with the higher activity observed under oxidative conditions compared to stoichiometric
conditions (Figure 5). The latter behavior was observed for all tested perovskites; thus, it
can be assumed that CO combustion is positive order with respect to O2 on all of them.

The positive order of CO combustion with respect to O2 is more clearly shown in
Figure 6b, where is presented in the form of logarithmic plot the dependence of the CO2
production rate on O2 partial pressure at three different temperatures (115, 130, and 145 ◦C),
for constant CO partial pressure equal to 1 kPa. The slopes of the plots for the three
temperatures do not differ significantly, corresponding to an apparent reaction order in
oxygen of ca. 0.5.
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Figure 6. CO combustion on LSC. (a) Temperature dependence of the CO2 production rate (Arrhenius
plots) for four different O2 partial pressures (PO2 : 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 kPa) and PCO = 1 kPa. (b) Effect of
PO2 on the CO2 production rate, at constant PCO = 1 kPa, for three different temperatures (115, 130,
and 145 ◦C).

2.4. Catalytic Activity for Propane Combustion

The synthesized La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites were also tested as catalysts for
complete oxidation of propane under oxidative and stoichiometric conditions. Figure 7a
shows, for all synthesized perovskites, the dependence of propane conversion (XC3 H8) on
temperature, under oxidative feed conditions (0.5% C3H8/5% O2/balance He). For all
tested perovskite oxides, complete conversion of propane was achieved at temperatures
ranging between 520 ◦C and 670 ◦C, which are higher than the corresponding ones for
CO oxidation (Figure 3a). For the same temperature, increasing the Co/Fe ratio was
accompanied by an increase in propane conversion, more pronounced for Co/Fe ratios up
to 6/4 (Figure 7a). Equivalently, the light-off temperature (T50) decreased with increasing
Co/Fe ratio. Considering the above, it is concluded that the dependence of catalytic
activity of La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites on the Co/Fe ratio is similar for both CO
and propane combustion, i.e., the activity is reduced with increasing Fe and decreasing
Co content at the B-sites. The higher temperatures required for complete conversion of
propane compared to CO (Figures 3a and 7a), under oxidative feed conditions, are expected
since propane is a more complex molecule compared to CO.

Figure 7b,c present for all tested perovskites, in the form of Arrhenius plots, the
temperature dependence of the CO2 production rate (rCO2) in propane combustion under
oxidative (0.5% C3H8/5% O2/balance He) and stoichiometric (0.5% C3H8/2.5% O2/balance
He) feed conditions, respectively, with the rate being determined under practically differ-
ential conditions and normalized to SSA. As shown in Figure 7b, for oxidative conditions,
with increasing Co content the same rCO2 was obtained at lower temperature, more clearly
for Co/Fe≤ 6/4, which implies an increase in the catalytic activity for propane combustion.
The temperature corresponding to a CO2 production rate of 10−7 mol s−1 m−2 was equal to
345 ◦C and 244 ◦C for the less active (LSF) and the most active (LSC) perovskite catalysts, re-
spectively. As shown in Figure 7c, practically the same behavior was observed for propane
combustion under stoichiometric conditions, i.e., the same rCO2 value was achieved at
lower temperatures with increasing Co/Fe ratio, the effect being clearer for Co/Fe ra-
tios up to 6/4. In this case, the temperature corresponding to a CO2 production rate of
10−7 mol s−1 m−2 was 355 ◦C for the LSF and 255 ◦C for the LSC perovskites (Figure 7c).
Also, the comparison of the data shown in Figure 7b,c reveals that the temperatures
corresponding to a specific rCO2 value, for example, 10−7 mol s−1 m−2, were lower under
oxidative conditions compared to stoichiometric conditions for all the tested perovskites, which,
similar to CO combustion, indicates a higher catalytic activity under oxidative conditions.
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Figure 7. Propane combustion on La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites: (a) C3H8 conversion as a
function of temperature under oxidative feed conditions (0.5% C3H8/5%O2/He), (b) temperature
dependence of the CO2 production rate under oxidative feed conditions (0.5% C3H8/5% O2/balance
He), (c) temperature dependence of the CO2 production rate under stoichiometric feed conditions
(0.5% C3H8/2.5% O2/balance He), and (d) effect of oxygen partial pressure ( PO2 ) on the CO2

production rate, for the LSC catalyst, at constant propane partial pressure PC3 H8 = 0.5 kPa and for
four different temperatures (325 ◦C, 340 ◦C, 355 ◦C, and 370 ◦C).

Kinetic measurements were performed for propane combustion on the most active
LSC perovskite. Figure 7d shows, in the form of logarithmic plots, the dependence of the
CO2 production rate on O2 partial pressure at four different temperatures (325, 340, 355,
and 370 ◦C), for constant propane partial pressure equal to 0.5 kPa. A positive order with
respect to O2 is observed, practically the same for all tested temperatures. This can explain
the higher activity for propane combustion observed for LSC under oxidative conditions
compared to stoichiometric conditions. As the same behavior was observed for the other
tested perovskites, it can be assumed that also for them propane combustion is positive
order with respect to O2 (close to 0.5) in agreement with the observed higher activity under
oxidative conditions.

3. Discussion

Oxygen adsorption on perovskites is a complex process, considered to occur mainly
at the vicinity of B-sites of perovskite catalysts [13,59,60]. Adler et al. [61] assumed that
two neighboring vacant surface lattice sites, similar to those in the bulk of the oxide, are
involved in the dissociative adsorption of oxygen and surface oxygen exchange. Royer et al.
in their review work [16] highlight the significant role of the oxidation state of the B-site
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cations and of oxygen vacancies (created by partial substitution of the cations at the A-
and/or B-sites) on the perovskite surface oxygen exchange and transport properties, which
are also affected by the material microstructure. CO is chemisorbed molecularly on many
transition metal oxides, via donation of electron density towards the metal cations, whereas
the chemisorption of alkanes on transition metal oxides is generally dissociative [62]. Rhee
and Lee [60] refer to two different adsorption states of CO on the surface of LaCoO3
depending on temperature, namely, CO adsorbed in the form of carbonyl species on Co3+

cations at 167 ◦C and CO in the form of bidentate complexes with the lattice oxygen
or/and with the surface adsorbed oxygen at 360 ◦C. It has also been reported that the
main CO adsorption site on LaCoO3 perovskite surface is provided by surface lattice
oxygen, with formation of surface carbonate species [59,63]. Propane has been reported to
adsorb dissociatively on unsubstituted and P-doped LaCoO3 with the surface Co3+ sites
acting as active sites for initial cleavage of a C-H bond and formation of an adsorbed alkyl
radical [64]. Promotion of propane adsorption and dissociation has been also reported
for LaCO3 perovskites with increased defect content, synthesized via a defect engineering
route, being attributed to an increase in the number of Co3+ on the surface combined with
an increase in lattice oxygen mobility and surface oxygen capacity, as also corroborated
using DFT calculations [65]. Such calculations have been also used to study propane
adsorption on macroporous La0.8Sr0.2CoO3 perovskite oxides [66].

As mentioned in the Introduction section, two oxidation mechanisms are consid-
ered as dominant in AA’BB’O3 perovskites, namely, the suprafacial mechanism, which
involves only surface oxygen species, and the intrafacial mechanism, corresponding to a
redox cycle involving surface lattice oxygen with possible participation of oxygen species
originating from the bulk of the perovskite oxide, the prevailing reaction mechanism de-
pending strongly on the perovskite composition and the reaction [12,14–16]. CO oxidation
catalyzed by substituted AA’BO3 and AA’BB’O3 perovskites, with Co and Fe at the B
and B′-sites, is considered to proceed via the intrafacial mechanism due to their higher
ionic conductivity compared to other perovskites, associated mainly with their high lattice
oxygen mobility [14]. This agrees with the observed high surface exchange in oxygen
between the gas phase and the lattice structure of La1−xSrxCoO3 (x: 0 – 0.6) at low tem-
peratures (T < 300 ◦C) [67] at which ABO3 type perovskites tend to follow the suprafacial
mechanism [14,15].

In the present study, a similar trend in the catalytic activity of La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ
for both CO and propane combustion was observed as x varied from 0 (LSF) to 1 (LSC).
This indicates that the intrafacial mechanism is probably prevailing, as in this case the rate
determining step would be the surface lattice oxygen replenishment for both reactions.
The prevalence of the intrafacial mechanism is also corroborated by the fact that, as men-
tioned above, the tested perovskites exhibit a higher number of oxygen ion vacancies, an
improved reducibility of the B-site ions, and a higher surface oxygen exchange as well as
a higher mobility of oxygen ions compared to LaFeO3 and LaCoO3 [5,12,14,44,58,67] for
which a suprafacial mechanism for CO oxidation at temperatures below 350 ◦C has been
suggested [5,12,14,15]. In this respect, the observed increase in catalytic activity with in-
creasing substitution of iron by cobalt at the B-sites can be mainly attributed to the induced
change in the number of lattice oxygen vacancies associated with the easier alteration of
the redox state of the Co cations compared to Fe cations [56–58], which increases lattice
oxygen anion mobility and enhances surface oxygen exchange [14,54,58], thus favoring
the aforementioned redox cycle corresponding to the intrafacial mechanism. The easier
release of oxygen from the perovskite oxides with increasing Co/Fe ratio (from LSF to LSC)
is corroborated by the observed shift in the onset reduction temperature to lower values
in the H2-TRP profiles (Figure 2). The preferential release of oxygen from oxygen sites in
the vicinity of Co rather than Fe sites, as a result of the easier reduction of Co cations com-
pared to Fe cations, has also been observed by Itoh et al. [68] for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ
using in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy. The increase in oxygen non-stoichiometry, or
equivalently in the number of oxygen vacancies, induced by substitution of Fe by Co at the
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B-sites of La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ perovskites has been demonstrated by Scott et al. [27]
using solid electrolyte coulometry and CO-TPR measurements. Similarly, Lankhorst and
ten Elshof [28] using coulometric titration at 650–950 ◦C reported a decrease in the oxygen
non-stoichiometry in La0.6Sr0.4Co1−yFeyO3−δ with increasing Fe content at the B-sites
(changing y from 0 to 0.6), which they associated with an increase in the O2− binding
energy in the lattice and with the preferential formation of holes over oxygen vacancies.

The results of the present study are in agreement with the reported by Levasseur
and Kaliaguine [29] decrease in the catalytic activity of La1−yCeyCo1−xFexO3 for CO
combustion with partial substitution of Co by Fe at the B-sites, which they attributed to
a decrease in the reducibility of the B-site cations and in the mobility of oxygen in the
perovskite bulk. These results also agree with the observed by Tanaka et al. [30] increase
in the catalytic activity for propane combustion of La0.9Ce0.1Co1−xFexO3 (x: 0 to 1) with
increasing Co content and with the reported by Merino et al. [45] increase in the catalytic
activity of LaCo1−yFeyO3±λ (y = 0.1, 0.5, 1) for the same reaction with decreasing y (partial
substitution of Fe by Co).

It is noted that the observed variation in catalytic activity of the tested perovskites
for CO and propane combustion with changing Fe/Co ratio could be also attributed, to a
lesser extent, to the observed changes in their structural characteristics (Section 2.1), which
are associated with the surface electronic structure and, thus, may affect the chemisorptive
bond strengths of the reactants [16,31,48,50].

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Synthesis of the Perovskite Oxides

The synthesis method of the perovskite oxides affects significantly their physical
properties, including particle size, porosity, and specific surface area (SSA). Synthesis of
a perovskite material with high SSA and porosity is expected to enhance its catalytic or
electrocatalytic performance. Therefore, the perovskite synthesis methods reported in
the literature focus on fine-tuning of the aforementioned physical properties for specific
applications [69]. In the present work, the in situ combustion method, with citric acid
as fuel, was applied for synthesis of the tested La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites, as
described in detail in a previous study of our group [47].

The following metal nitrates, in the form of solutions in triple-distilled water, were
used as metal precursors: La(NO3)3·6H2O (99.9% REO, Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, Germany),
Sr(NO3)2 (99+%, ACS reag., Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Steinheim, Germany), Fe(NO3)3·9H2O
(≥99.0%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), and Co(NO3)2·6H2O) (≥99.0% KT, ACS reag.,
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Steinheim, Germany). Citric acid monohydrate (C6H8O7 · H2O,
99.5–100.5% assay, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3,≥99.0%,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were used as fuel and extra oxidant, respectively [47].
Citric acid was diluted in triple-distilled water to form a 1.7 M solution, and an appropriate
amount of this solution was added under continuous stirring to the metal precursors
solution to obtain a citric acid-to-metal ions molar ratio equal to 2:1 [47,70]. An amount of
NH4NO3 was also added to obtain a molar ratio of NH4NO3-to-metal ions equal to 1:1 [47].
The presence of ammonium nitrate, which does not affect the chemical composition of the
synthesized perovskite, both accelerates the combustion, reducing sintering time after the
formation of the perovskite, and yields in the production of extra amount of gasses that
have a dilatative effect on the microstructure of the material, which results in an increase in
the SSA of the oxide [71]. An appropriate amount of ammonia solution (30 wt.%, Carlo
Erba) was then added dropwise until reaching a pH value of ca. 9 [47,70] in order to
neutralize the excess citric acid and form a colloidal solution (sol) [72]. This solution was
heated under magnetic stirring on a hot plate until evaporation of H2O. The resulting slurry
was then heated up to ca. 400 ◦C, using a heat gun, in order to initiate ignition and form
a thin crust. The powder, which resulted from shattering the crust, was calcined at 900
◦C for 5 h in stagnant air to form the crystalline perovskite phase, and, finally, was finely
grounded in a mortar [47].
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4.2. Physicochemical Characterization of the Perovskite Oxides (BET, XRD, and ICP-OES)

The specific surface areas (SSAs) of the synthesized perovskite powders were deter-
mined via nitrogen physisorption at liquid N2 temperature (BET method), using a TriStar
3000 surface area and porosimetry analyzer (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA) preceded
by degassing of the perovskite samples under vacuum at 300 ◦C for 1 h [47].

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed in order to determine the
structural characteristics of the synthesized perovskite materials. XRD spectra were ob-
tained for 2θ values ranging from 10◦ to 90◦ at a rate of 0.04 ◦ s−1, using a Bruker AXS D8
Advance diffractometer, which was equipped with a Cu-Kα lamp (λ = 1.54062 Å) and a Ni
filter [47]. The identification and analysis of the observed phases were performed using the
EVA software (Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany).

After previous acid digestion of the perovskite powders, their exact stoichiometry was
determined with inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) in
an Optima 7000 DV ICP-OES system (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) [47].

4.3. H2 Temperature-Programmed Reduction Characterization

H2 temperature-programmed reduction measurements were performed in order to
assess and compare the reducibility of the synthesized perovskites. The apparatus used
for the experiments consisted of a gas flow system, a quartz reactor positioned in an
open-ended vertical electric furnace, and an OmnistarTM GSD301 O1 quadrupole mass
spectrometer (Pfeiffer Vacuum, Asslar, Germany) interfaced to a personal computer for
on-line monitoring of the TPR effluent gas, using the Quadstar 32-bit (version 7.03) soft-
ware (Pfeiffer Vacuum, Asslar, Germany). The perovskite mass used in each experiment
was 150 mg. The sample was placed in the reactor in the form of a fixed bed deposited
on quartz wool and was initially heat treated under He flow at 500 ◦C for 15 min to re-
move any adsorbed species [73]. Heat treatment continued under flow of 21% O2/He
mixture at the same temperature for 30 min, followed by free cooling to room temperature
(ca. 25 ◦C). Then, the feed was sequentially switched to He for 15 min and to 3.9% H2/He
mixture for 10 min. Afterwards, the TPR experiment was started by linearly increasing the
temperature of the sample up to 720 ◦C at a rate of 30 ◦C min−1, using a Eurotherm 815
controller/programmer, and simultaneously monitoring hydrogen in the reactor effluent
by recording the transient mass spectrometer signal at mass-to-charge ratio m/z = 2. The
temperature of the sample was measured by means of a type-K thermocouple. The gas
feed flow rate was equal to 30 cm3 min−1 in all the above steps.

4.4. Catalytic Oxidation Measurements

The experimental apparatus used for the CO and propane combustion measurements
consisted of a fixed-bed quartz tube reactor positioned in an open-ended vertical electric
furnace, a gas flow system, and an analysis system. The composition and flow rate of the
gas mixture fed to the reactor in down-flow mode were adjusted using three electronic
mass flow controllers (Aera FC-7700C connected to a ROD-4 operating unit, Advanced
Energy Industries, Inc., Fort Collins, CO, USA). Reaction gases were high purity O2/He,
CO or C3H8/He mixtures, and He. The perovskite powder (120 mg) was placed on quartz
wool in the middle of the quartz tube reactor (8 mm internal diameter). The temperature
of the perovskite catalyst was measured in the middle of the catalyst bed using a K-type
thermocouple enclosed in a quartz tube entering the upper part of the reactor through
a tee connection and was controlled using a Eurotherm 2216e temperature controller.
The analysis system consisted of a non-dispersive infrared CO–CO2 analyzer (BINOS®

100, Rosemount Analytical/Emerson Process Management, Hasselroth, Germany), for
continuous monitoring of CO and CO2 concentration, and a gas chromatograph (TRACETM

CG Ultra, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) and a 6-port sampling valve (VICI Valco). A Carbosieve SII
80/100 (1.8”O.D. × 8 ft) stainless steel packed column operating at 120 ◦C was used for
analysis of the reaction mixture in CO combustion, whereas a cascade of a 23% SP®-1700
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on 80/100 Chromosorb P AW (1.8”O.D. × 8 ft) and a 10% TCEP on 100/120 Chromosorb
P AW (1.8”O.D. × 8 ft) stainless steel packed columns, operating at 40 ◦C, were used
for analysis of the reaction mixture in propane combustion, using He as carrier gas in
both cases. Analysis of the reactor feed was possible by bypassing the reactor using a
4-port valve (VICI Valco). The experiments were carried out under practically atmospheric
pressure in the temperature range 50–670 ◦C, using a total feed flow rate of 100 cm3 min−1.
For this flow rate, the pressure drop across the catalyst fixed-bed reactor, as measured
using a manometer, was negligible (less than 0.01 atm). The gas hourly space velocity
(GHSV) was equal to 27,500 h−1, as calculated using a measured bulk catalyst bed density
value of 0.55 g cm−3. Oxidative (1% CO–5% O2 and 0.5% C3H8–5% O2) and stoichiometric
(1% CO–0.5% O2 and 0.5% C3H8–2.5% O2) feed compositions were used, with He as
balance gas. All measurements were performed after previous establishment of steady-
state conditions. No indication of catalyst deactivation due to the produced H2O(g) was
observed during the catalytic measurements concerning propane combustion.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, a series of eight La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites, with x = 0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, and 1, were synthesized via the in situ combustion synthesis method,
and their catalytic activities for CO and C3H8 combustion were compared. The perovskite
powders were characterized with respect to their specific surface area (SSA), structure, and
reducibility via N2 physisorption (BET method), XRD, and H2-TPR, respectively, while
their chemical composition was determined via ICP-OES.

Their SSA values ranged between 4.1 (La0.8Sr0.2Co0.9Fe0.1O3−δ) and 7.9 m2 g−1

(La0.8Sr0.2Co0.1Fe0.9O3−δ). XRD confirmed the formation of the perovskite structure for
all synthesized materials and the absence of secondary phases. A shift in the XRD peaks
to higher 2θ was observed with increasing partial substitution of Fe by Co at the B-sites,
indicating a contraction of the perovskite unit cell. This shift was accompanied by a gradual
change in the main peak (located at 2θ between 32 and 33◦) from single to doublet, implying
a change in the perovskite symmetry from orthorhombic to rhombohedral.

The H2-TPR profiles of all synthesized perovskites were characterized by the presence
of a broad main reduction peak that can be attributed to the reaction of hydrogen with
surface oxygen partly replenished by lattice oxygen migrating from the oxide bulk as the
temperature increased. The onset temperature of the reduction process was shifted towards
lower values with increasing Co/Fe ratio accompanied by an increase in the main reduction
peak, clearly for Co/Fe ≤ 6/4. This indicates an easier release of the surface lattice oxygen
species and an easier transport of oxygen from the oxide bulk with increasing Co/Fe ratio,
which can be mainly associated with the more facile change in the oxidation state of the
cobalt cations compared to iron cations.

The catalytic performance of the synthesized La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ perovskites for
CO and propane combustion was investigated in a fixed bed reactor under oxidative and
stoichiometric feed conditions. Increase in the Co/Fe ratio, from La0.8Sr0.2FeO3−δ (LSF)
to La0.8Sr0.2CoO3−δ (LSC), resulted in an enhancement of the catalytic activity for both
CO and propane combustion, as concluded both from conversion vs. temperature curves
and from CO2 production rate measurements under practically differential conditions.
For CO combustion, the effect of changing the relative content of Co and Fe at the B-
sites on catalytic activity was more pronounced under oxidative feed conditions (1% CO/
5% O2/balance He), whereas under stoichiometric feed conditions (1% CO/0.5% O2/balance
He) it was more significant for Co/Fe ≤ 6/4. A higher activity of the tested catalytic
materials was observed under oxidative reaction conditions compared to stoichiometric
conditions, which can be attributed to positive order kinetics with respect to oxygen. The
latter was confirmed with kinetic measurements performed for both CO and propane
oxidation using La0.8Sr0.2CoO3−δ as catalyst.

The observed enhancement of the catalytic activity of La0.8Sr0.2CoxFe1−xO3−δ per-
ovskites for CO and propane combustion with increasing Co/Fe ratio can be mainly
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explained on the basis of a prevailing redox catalytic cycle (intrafacial mechanism), consid-
ering that the increase in the Co content at the expense of iron induces an increase in the
number of catalytically active sites, as they are related to oxygen vacancies at the vicinity
of the Co B-sites, and enhances oxygen surface exchange kinetics, due to the lower redox
stability of cobalt cations compared iron cations, as also corroborated by the results of the
H2-TPR experiments.
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